RICHARDSON’S BAY REGIONAL AGENCY
Board of Directors Meeting Agenda

Thursday, January 9, 2020
Tiburon Town Hall, 1505 Tiburon Boulevard, Tiburon, CA
The RBRA Board of Directors encourages a respectful dialogue that supports freedom of speech and values diversity of
opinion. The Board, staff and the public are expected to be polite and courteous, and refrain from questioning the character
or motives of others. Please help create a respectful atmosphere by not booing, whistling or clapping; by adhering to
speaking time limits; and by silencing your phone.
PUBLIC COMMENT IS INVITED CONCERNING EACH AGENDIZED ITEM PURSUANT TO THE BROWN
ACT. PLEASE LIMIT YOUR COMMENTS TO THREE (3) MINUTES.
5:00 PM CLOSED SESSION
Conference with legal counsel regarding anticipated litigation pursuant to California Government Code Section
54956.9(d)(2). Number of potential cases: One.
5:30 PM CALL TO ORDER - ROLL CALL
1) Consent Agenda. The Consent Agenda reflects those agenda items that have prior policy approval from the Board
and/or are administrative matters. Unless any item is specifically removed by a member of the Board, staff, or
public in attendance, the Consent Agenda will be adopted by one motion.
a. Approve minutes of November 14, 2019.
b. Approve Resolution No. 01-20 accepting $250,000 from the State of California Division of Boating and
Waterways Surrendered and Abandoned Vessel Exchange (SAVE) 2019 Program.
2) Presentation by Andrew Hening, coordinator of the Richardson’s Bay “By-Name” outreach for transitioning
persons off the water. Staff recommendation: Receive presentation on progress and recommendations, and authorize
applying for grant funding to support additional efforts to connect persons with housing alternatives.
3) Information Item: Presentation on Community Efforts
4) Presentation of information regarding operating a mooring program. Staff recommendation: Receive and discuss
information about mooring program operations from the Morro Bay Harbor Director, and identify additional
information desired for subsequent Board action on the potential pursuit of a mooring program.
5) Bay Conservation & Development Commission (BCDC) expectations of RBRA to take additional actions for
removal of vessels from Richardson’s Bay. Staff recommendation: Provide direction to staff on expansion of
enforcement priorities to include any or all options regarding occupied vessels; authorize hiring/contracting for
temporary personnel for the remainder of the fiscal year to assist in RBRA enforcement and related work; request
support for funding and other assistance from BCDC and other agencies, organizations and sources; consider
endorsing individual or organizational financial support to improve vessel conditions; and schedule for the March
12, 2020 agenda an action item on transmitting a plan with timelines to transition the remaining vessels off the
water pursuant to the expectations of BCDC.
6) Open time for public expression. Members of the public are welcome to address the Board for up to three minutes
per speaker on matters not on the agenda. Under the state Brown Act, Board members may not deliberate or take
action on items not on the agenda, and generally only may listen.
7) Reports/comments: a) Staff updates; b) Board Member matters
8) Adjourn.

AN AGENDA PACKET IS AVAILABLE AT THE SAUSALITO LIBRARY AND THE RBRA WEBSITE
http://rbra.ca.gov, WHERE WRITTEN COMMENTS MAY BE SENT. TO RECEIVE AN ELECTRONIC
MEETING NOTICE, PLEASE EMAIL REQUEST TO DON ALLEE AT dallee@marincounty.org
Marin County Community Develop. Agency, 3501 Civic Center Dr. Room 308, San Rafael, CA 94903
510-812-6284
bethapollard@gmail.com

RICHARDSON’S BAY REGIONAL AGENCY
DRAFT MINUTES OF NOVEMBER 14, 2019
HELD AT TIBURON TOWN HALL COUNCIL CHAMBERS
MEMBERS PRESENT: Jim Wickham, Chair (Mill Valley); Marty Winter (Belvedere);
Kathrin Sears (Marin County); David Kulik (Tiburon)
STAFF: Beth Pollard, (Executive Director); Curtis Havel (Interim Harbormaster)
Meeting called to order at 5:30 p.m. Chair Wickham welcomed new Board Member David
Kulik, Tiburon Mayor
Consent Agenda.
a. Approve minutes of September 12, 2019
b. Approve Resolution No. 10-19 establishing expenditure limits of the Executive Director

M/s, Sears/Winter, to approve the Consent Agenda. Motion passed unanimously.

Information Item: Community Outreach Subcommittee report and presentation on Community
Efforts
Executive Director Pollard referred to notes from the informal RBRA work session that took place in lieu
of a regular meeting on October 10, 2019, on topics including the mooring study, the Special Anchorage
Association’s proposal in response to the study, and information on enforcement.
Doug Storms said that the Boat Savers on the anchorage kept a minimum of 20 vessels from sinking or
dragging during the October 27 storm. He said it was a big wake-up call for the mariners on the
anchorage. He reported that the 11 boats that the burgee requirements of the Special Anchorage
Association did not sink or drag. He said the Special Anchorage would be discussing their draft ten-year
Safe harbor Plan for BCDC permitted moorings, for access to Sausalito, and for a maritime hospitality
center. He said it would be helpful to the Boat Savers to have pre-staged salvage equipment to assist their
rescue work instead of a contractor needing to be hired. He commented that the interim Harbormaster was
out on the water quite a bit, recognized that he was making waves, he was going to make waves if he was
doing his job to keep the public safe, and kudos to him for doing an impossible job, and urged him to
focus on being consistent.

Information item: Mooring Feasibility & Planning Study. Staff recommendation.
Executive Director Pollard presented the staff report.
Board Member Sears outlined information that would be helpful including the number of children and
families on the water; how long people had been out on the water; the number of vessels that are capable
of being moored in areas #1 and #2 as identified in the mooring study and what it would cost to bring
vessels up to capable condition.
Board Member Winter said his major concern was the holding capacity of vessels on the bay given all the
variables in the conditions and related concerns.
Keith Merkel, Merkel & Associates, advised that the bay was capable of holding more moorings than
there presently were in the bay now. He said when you start looking a mooring locations, you realize you
have mooring locations that don’t fit with the vessels currently present. So even though there are mooring

locations possible, it requires a seaworthy vessel and suitable mooring tackle. An initial question then
becomes how many vessels are to be allowed as a social, policy and regulatory issue.
Chair Wickham inquired about connecting people on anchorage with services and with preparing their
vessels for winter. Staff noted that the RBRA contracted with Andrew Hening in order to coordinate the
connection of people with services rather than RBRA itself taking on direct service contacts, and that
vessel owners are responsible for the keeping the safety of their vessels.
Lewis Tenwinkle suggested “no parking” in the center of the anchorage to protect eelgrass there, and
have maybe about 70 moorings or less in areas suited for seaworthy boats placed in the right spots – deep
water boats in deep water, shallow water boats in shallow water. He said he was curious about the
“bungee cord” rode idea, and added that if you have two anchors set up: one from the north and one from
the south, your boat is able to stay secure. By locating the boats in the right place for their vessel drafts,
and protecting eelgrass, he felt he could get support for those ideas and hoped everyone could work
together to work something out.
Jim Robertson, West Shore Homeowners Association, Belvedere, showed photographs of a boat that
recently sheared off a piling of a neighbors’ deck and pointed to scaffolding of the house where a boat
had hit ten months earlier; that boat sank and put gasoline in the water and police found guns and
ammunition on board. He said he was concerned about the fire danger to the entirety of Belvedere Island
from such boats. He has found gasoline and turpentine cans under his house, adding to extreme fire
danger. He raised the idea of the local funds going instead o the Army Corps to dispose of the anchorage
vessels.
Deborah DeWitt, 67 West Shore, said eelgrass is in front of West Shore Road in Belvedere. She
questioned how people are going to traverse from areas 1 and 2 on the mooring study map; that it is
dangerous to do so. Also, there is no place for people to go once ashore in Belvedere and Tiburon.
Kelly Darling, agreed with being concerned about people being on boats too far away from shore. She
said hat is a reason behind the Special Anchorage Association’s proposal to have moorings along the area
of the channel closer to the Sausalito shore where they can be guardians of the eelgrsss. She cautioned
RBRA and salvage contractors against dragging boats that have run adrift through the eelgrass beds,
noting it was a significant cause of eelgrass damage per the study. She said the boats that hit the
Robertsons’ dock were not from the anchorage.
Sunny Yao, anchorouts, said she is abstaining from the use of fossil fuel because she is concerned about
the environment and so she rows her boat; it is unrealistic to row out as far as areas 1 and 2. She said that
equipment coming off boats by the contractor should be salvaged, recycled or repurposed. She uses a
rocky spit off Gate 6 Road to go ashore, that there are pilings out there that could be made into a dock.
and suggested that perhaps that could be made into a dock. She said eelgrass beds are protected by people
who are anchored properly and that recreational power boats going through at low tide churn up a channel
of mud. She suggested that perhaps paying people to leave, covering relocation costs, could be cheaper in
the long run.
Matt Chatham, a new West Shore Boulevard resident, said it was made clear to him in buying the
property the importance of the environment– which raises for him concerns about disturbing the bay
floor, bird migrations, and fire hazard potential. He said there was an uproar in his neighborhood that this
was even being considered from a safety perspective; Belvedere and Tiburon is a family area where
children use the water, and this would further endanger their homes.

Casey Arndt, Center Director for the Richardson Bay Audubon Center and Sanctuary which is
part of Audubon California, read a statement from Rebecca Schwartz-Lesberg, the San Francisco
Bay Program Director: While “two point” anchoring systems have a smaller radius of direct
removal of eelgrass, the turbidity shadow is still significant; in other words how much eelgrass
dies because of the sediment that is kicked up. “Two point” systems are better than the
conventional alternative but their impacts should still be considered. Audubon California is

particularly interested in the option to establish no-anchoring regulation and priority designated
zones for eelgrass protection, and feel it can and should be done in conjunction with whichever
options 1-3 are chosen.
Doug Storms, Waldo Point Harbor, said he was anchored about halfway towards Belvedere while his
houseboat is being worked on. Brian, Mary, Bruce, Allan and others were keeping watch and chasing
down boats during the wind storm, and are eyes and ears on the water and act as a volunteer fire
department; that they care about and for the residents on West Shore Drive and trying to protect them
from boats. He noted it was not the Coast Guard’s job to rescue derelict vessels that are dragging; they
need to be available for life safety rescue. He said the Special Anchorage Association will conduct a
workshop about the idea of a mooring field on the fourth Thursday of November at the Bay Model, noting
there’s about 255 years of experience among those on the anchorage and the community needs to work
together to solve this.
Walt Marino, anchored out in Richardson’s Bay for 20 years, on a catamaran that has a low draft and has
been inspected by the Coast Guard and has has a two-point anchor system; he said there is minimal
damage from his boat to the eelgrass and feels that special consideration should be given to multi-hull
boats with shallow drafts. He is a lifetime member of Sausalito Cruising Club so he can access those
facilities.
Court Mast, licensed boat Captain, who lives at Kappas Marina. He suggested research be done on
successful mooring fields, such as San Diego or the East Coast, to learn best practices and what to learn
about what has not been successful to apply to Richardson’s Bay. In considering the shore access, he said
the marinas considered parking when they got their permits so that needs to be considered in the planning,
He said there are liability issues from RBRA owning the moorings, and questioned if there is a point
where a mooring field option is simply not viable, that it’s too costly or complex on an ongoing basis.
Zach Diamond, West Shore Avenue resident, asked how we manage the policies, procedures and costs
going forward; and that beyond fire risks, there are safety concerns about their children, families, and
property from boats so close by.
Belvedere resident commented that there’s more common ground than not between the
Belvedere residents and anchorouts that zones 1 and 2 were not a reasonable solution. She suggested
taking a pause and thinking deeply about what is best for safety and the environment; that it is financially
irresponsible to puruse a permanent mooring field; that there are a reasonable number of persons living on
seaworthy vessels in Richardson’s Bay with financial means to take care of them, and that we need to find
a way for people to continue to live their lives that way without financially overburdening people.
Kevin Keiffer, anchorout, voting precinct 31235, said they are going to get our own district to manage the
bay, instead of the inefficient RBRA, and the mooring field is a non-starter. RBRA has been providing
water quality testing to those who do not want to pay for it, wanting it to be tested for a particular time
and place for a particular reason related to the transfer of water from one place to another.
Lewis Tenwinkle, said West Shore Avenue houses are on pilings on the water, there is no land
underneath, and that it should not be a surprise that southerly winds would bring boats to their docks. He
said that having insurance on the vessels would be a good idea, and that actually the best insurance is
having anchorouts be in a position on the water to grab boats and prevent them from going to their docks.
John Burke, voting block 031235, said during the last storm so much time spent was spent by the
Harbormaster in Sausalito marinas, and questioned why he wasn’t helping pump out boats.
Holly Wild, new to anchorage, has lost two boats. She urged people to be neighborly and care about one
another and respect and help each other as human beings; she said she didn’t want to be marine debris,
she wanted to get help rid of it.

Chair Wickham noted that the marine-ecology study was only one aspect of information for the Board to
consider in deciding about whether to pursue moorings.
Board member Sears wanted further Board discussion, was intrigued by pilot project idea, was struggling
about the numbers without having additional information, that there was room for consideration about a
pilot project in possible combination with an eelgrass protection zone; and to get information about
successful and unsuccessful mooring programs.
Board Member Winter noted the public safety concerns and how unsafe it can be to live on a vessel on the
center of anchorage if you needed to row in compromised circumstances. While the anchorage can hold
many moorings and vessels, there are political, social and ecological considerations. RBRA has adopted a
program to remove storage vessels, and we need to bring the number of those down as much as possible.
Board Member Kulik said the study was valuable, presented compelling questions, and would be good to
get information about financial impacts to make boats seaworthy, and taking a deeper dive into the
feasibility.
Chair Wickham said financial considerations for operating a mooring program was important, that there
are other issues such as BCDC permission that are also important, and that RBRA needs to work together
with other agencies. From his experience in sailing the area, he agreed that zones 1 and 2 can get rough.
Executive Director noted additional information in the staff report regarding pending Board direction on
implementation of Ordinance No. 19-1 particularly with respect to occupied vessels, as well as the need to
expand staffing to meet the expanded enforcement priorities that have been adopted by the Board.
Board member Sears said that it was her impression that the RBSAA burgee program is targeted at
helping to improve the condition of vessels, but it is a challenge for low income vessel owners to be able
to afford the improvements. With the reported staffing challenge of enforcing existing priorities, it seems
premature to add additional enforcement priorities.
\
Open time for public expression.
Kelly Darling, Richardson’s Bay Special Anchorage Association, announced Sausalito Police
Department’s annual trash pick-up day on the anchorage scheduled for November 22
The next speaker said people sail in from all over the world that could rent moorings in the bay and
provide an income source.
John Burke asked who is the surveyor on the bay who proclaims a vessel to be marine debris, and hat
Parker Diving should not rip through and destroy eelgrass when they pull boats.
Kevin Kiffer, anchorout, voting sub-precinct 31235, said Sausalito says they don’t care about the herring
or the herring festival, similar to Mill Valley’s treatment of steelheads, and questioned the timing, why
and window of emergency for RBRA to proclaim an emergency for wind when everyone else proclaimed
it for the power outage.
Lewis Tenwinkle said experienced mariners on the bay are a great resource for RBRA. He said Sausalito
got applauded by BCDC for getting rid of people anchoring in Sausalito waters, but they just moved
across the channel to RBRA waters; this put a strain on the anchorage and put people further out on the
anchorage who were not accustomed to being that far out. He’d like to see everyone on a two-anchor
system, and the removal of vessels posted as marine debris. He said there should be a seat on the board
held by an anchorout as a voting member and urged RBRA not to let Sausalito back into the agency.
Adjournment
The meeting was adjourned at 7:00 pm.

RICHARDSON’S BAY REGIONAL AGENCY (RBRA)
STAFF REPORT
For the meeting of January 9, 2020
To:

RBRA Board of Directors

From:

Beth Pollard, Executive Director

Subject:

Resolution 01-20 - Accepting Surrendered and Abandoned Vessel Exchange (SAVE)
funds from the State of California Division of Boating and Waterways

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Approve Resolution No. 01-20 approving acceptance of $250,000 from the SAVE 2019 grant
program.
BACKGROUND:
The RBRA applied for and is eligible for $250,000 in funding from the California Division of
Boating and Waterways for use in the Surrendered and Abandoned Vessel Exchange (SAVE)
2019 Program for use through September 2021. Resolution 01-20 is the formal acceptance of
these funds.
DISCUSSION:
The SAVE funding process has been employed successfully over the years by RBRA, and is
expected to proceed as in years past. RBRA has been able to meet the 10% matching fund
requirement through in-kind contributions, and has always spent down its allotted funding
within the timeframes set by the State.
FINANCIAL IMPACT:
The $250,000 funding this year is $70,000 – or 39% - more than last year’s allocation of
$180,000. It is in line with the $200,000 programmed in the 2019-20 budget. Depending on
Board enforcement priority direction and timing, with additional funds likely not available until
the fourth quarter of calendar year 2020 staff anticipates holding at least the $50,000 for use in
the second half of the calendar year unless funds are committed from other sources.
NEXT STEPS:
Upon Board approval, staff will finalize the steps to receive the funds and utilize them for their
intended purposes.
Attach:
Draft Resolution No. 01-20
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RICHARDSON’S BAY REGIONAL AGENCY
RESOLUTION NUMBER 01-20
OF THE RICHARDSON’S BAY REGIONAL AGENCY
APPROVING THE ACCEPTANCE OF GRANT FUNDS FROM THE CALIFORNIA STATE
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION, DIVISION OF BOATING AND
WATERWAYS, FOR THE AMOUNT OF $250,000 TO BE USED FOR THE SURRENDERED
AND ABANDONED VESSEL EXCHANGE PROGRAM
WHEREAS, the Surrendered and Abandoned Vessel Exchange program (SAVE) has been
an integral part of the efforts of the Richardson’s Bay Regional Agency (RBRA) to reduce the
number of abandoned boats since its inception; and
WHEREAS, the State Division of Boating and Waterways has accepted RBRA’s
application for $250,000, available for use in this program, requiring a 10% matching contribution
from the RBRA; and
WHEREAS, these funds will be available with a term from the date fully executed through
September 30, 2021,
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Richardson’s Bay Regional Agency by
adoption of this resolution hereby accepts Grant Contract # C19S0616 in the amount of $250,000
from the State Division of Boating and Waterways, and authorizes RBRA Executive Director Beth
Pollard to execute the agreement.
PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Board of the Richardson’s Bay Regional Agency on
January 9, 2020.

CERTIFICATION:

Jim Wickham - Board Chair

Beth Pollard – Executive Director

RICHARDSON’S BAY REGIONAL AGENCY (RBRA)
STAFF REPORT
For the meeting of: January 9, 2020
To:

RBRA Board of Directors

From:

Beth Pollard, Executive Director

Subject:

Presentation by Andrew Hening, coordinator of the Richardson’s Bay “By-Name”
collaborative outreach approach for transitioning persons off the water.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Receive presentation on progress and recommendations, and authorize applying for State grant
and other funding to support additional efforts to connect persons with housing alternatives.
BACKGROUND:
In July, 2019, the RBRA Board authorized contracting with Andrew Hening for up to nine
months to manage coordinated outreach activities to persons on vessels on Richardson’s Bay.
A seven-and-a-half month contract for the period from August 1, 2019 through March 15, 2020
was executed, with the County of Marin as the source of funding.
DISCUSSION:
Mr. Hening has been responsible for the creation and management of a collaborative outreach
approach on Richardson’s Bay that connects and shares information among multiple agencies
about individuals and their potential options. He was instrumental in establishing a similar
coordinated effort in other areas of the County; he notes that what has been successful about
the local coordinated outreach approach is that rather than talking about abstract policies and
plans, it focuses on the needs and circumstances of individuals and specific alternatives – a
more powerful form of connection.
Attached is an outline of his presentation to the Board that covers:
• The collaborative outreach strategy. Among the agencies Mr. Hening has brought together
are: Marin City Health & Wellness Clinic, Marin Housing Authority, Ritter House, Buckelew,
Downtown Streets Team, St. Vincent DePaul, Sausalito Police Department, Marin County
Sheriff’s Office, RBRA, and Marin Health & Human Services.
• What has been learned: A total of 92 persons have been identified as living on the water;
many have been assessed for eligibility for housing alternatives, including all of those
believed to be most vulnerable
• An assessment of efforts-to-date
• Possible next steps, which he advises include:
o Develop a multi-year drawdown period for people living on the water
o Develop a proposal for upcoming State funding opportunities; develop a broader local
funding coalition
1

o Focus on creating a rapid rehousing program, which seems better aligned with the level
of vulnerability on the water
o Consider a “portfolio” of possible housing interventions versus relying on one program
ANALYSIS:
The management of a coordinated outreach effort among agencies has helped agencies better
understand the numbers, vulnerabilities, and circumstances of those persons living on boats on
the bay. Case managers and outreach workers are now better able to focus the limited
resources that are available on connections best suited for individual needs. There are
challenges of reaching persons on vessels compared with persons who are on land, adding to
the importance of knowing who are on which vessels.
There are persons staying on vessels on the water who have varying types and levels of
vulnerability and interest in relocating. Some persons are physically compromised while others
are unfamiliar or unable to operate their vessels - especially in challenging weather conditions.
The former have a greater chance of being eligible for permanent supportive housing, although
there are other individuals in the county who may a higher assessment of vulnerability and
therefore be a higher priority for available housing. Those persons who are not assessed as
highly vulnerable but wish to be off the water, or may be considered a priority to be off the
water because of their compromised ability to operate their vessel, are most suited for a Rapid
Rehousing Program.
To take advantage of the information gathered to date, it will be important to maintain
connections with the persons on the water as well as the connections with and among the
agencies.
FINANCIAL IMPACT:
RBRA’s funding for outreach management will expire March 15, 2020; continued work to focus
and manage outreach to persons to help them transition off the bay and provide related service
connections is contingent upon identifying funding.
The State of California is funding a Homeless Housing, Assistance and Prevention (HHAP) grant
program that will be administered through certain agencies such as area Continuum of Care
(CoC) entities , counties, large cities, and the like. Other funding could be available through
other avenues. As a collaborative approach with broad support tends to be more successful in
competitive grant programs, it will be useful to maintain the existing collaborative effort and
seek expanded support among other agencies for outreach efforts.
NEXT STEPS:
With Board approval, staff will work with Mr. Hening to prepare and submit funding proposals
to support continued outreach and related support. Notable priorities will be funds to house
persons through Marin’s Rapid Rehousing Program, and for continued management of the
transition of persons on the water.
Attach:
Presentation: A Collaborative Approach to Transitioning People off Richardson’s Bay
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A COLLABORATIVE APPROACH:
Transitioning People off Richardson’s Bay

1

I. Our Strategy

Where
We’re
Going

II. What We’ve Learned
III. Assessment of Efforts
To‐Date
IV. Recommendations

2
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A New Systemic
Approach
•

In 2017, Marin County joined the
national “Built for Zero” movement

•

Over 80 communities across the
country utilizing a “by‐name‐list”
approach to getting people housed

•

In Marin, our by‐name‐list approach is
informed by the VI‐SPDAT, which is a
vulnerability assessment tool used to
suggest different housing interventions

•

There is now an effort to scale more
targeted versions of this approach to
additional jurisdictions within Marin

3

Who needs to be involved? Who
has information about people on
the water?

Step 1:
Get Your
Meeting
Right

Do you have a mix of front‐line and
executive staff?

Meet frequently and consistently.
Need a project manager who can
convene, coordinate actions, and
drive accountability.

4
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Every agency working on the water is
participating – Marin City Health & Wellness
Clinic, Ritter, Sausalito, County, Buckelew,
Marin Housing, Downtown Streets Team.

Step 1:
Progress
To‐Date

Law enforcement, management, field staff
and case managers are attending.

Since August, our team has met in‐person or
on the phone every two weeks to drive
actions.

Formal project management with Andrew
Hening since August

5

Use collective knowledge to
identify every single person living
on the water.

Step 2:
Create
Your By‐
Name‐List

Match those individuals with boats
/ outreach opportunities.
Of everyone on the water, who are
the TOP 10 most vulnerable / high
impact?
Develop strategies for as many
sub‐populations as possible.

6
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As of December, with 90%+ confidence,
we have a by‐name‐list of every anchor
out.

Step 2:
Progress
To‐Date

We have matched outreach
opportunities with approximately 70%
of the anchor outs.
We have been focused on roughly 13 of
the most high‐needs people.

We have created sub‐lists of additional
strategic buckets (e.g. veterans,
families).
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Step 3:
Use Data
to Set
Goals and
Make
Decisions

How does the overall population
size fluctuate over time?
How vulnerable are the people
on the water?
What are the most effective
housing interventions?
Develop and track SMART Goals.
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II. What Have
We Learned?
9

As of January 1, 2020,
there are 92 people
identified as living on
the water
10
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High‐Level Breakdown

11
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Location

12

12
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Outreach Opportunity Identified
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Exits Per Quarter
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14
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Reason for Exit

15

15

Projected Organic Decline
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16
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III. Strategic
Assessment of
Efforts To‐Date
17

Strengths:
•

We have had incredible participation that
has not waned at any point in the process

•

We have developed the most
comprehensive and robust accounting of
the anchor‐out community to‐date

•

We have brought an unprecedented level
of countywide exposure and advocacy
through service provider meetings.

•

We are slowly but surely engaging some of
the most vulnerable people living on the
water, including formal “decliners”

18
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Weaknesses:
•

Like the rest of the county, we continue
to be at the mercy of larger resource
scarcities.

•

The most high needs anchor outs are
still not the most high needs people
countywide

•

There is continued reluctance and
skepticism from the anchor‐out
community to engage; need more early
success stories (e.g. the HOT pilot was
18 months)
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Threats:
•

Increased enforcement efforts impact
relationship building with the anchor‐
outs.

•

We have had limited success going out
on the water with non‐enforcement
entities.

•

There is a lack of landlord engagement
in southern Marin that could make
housing placements difficult.

20
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Opportunities:
•

Current project management ends in
March; train a local service provider to
take over management of the By‐Name‐
List and deploy more peer‐based
services

•

New one‐time State funding available in
early 2020 through the Homeless
Housing, Assistance, and Prevention
program (HHAP)

•

With all of the partners at the table, we
have the possibility to develop a more
medium to long‐term housing plan for
the anchorage.

21

IV. Possible
Next Steps
22
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Possible Next
Steps:
•

Develop a multi‐year drawdown period for
people living on the water

•

Develop a proposal for upcoming State
funding opportunities; develop a broader
local funding coalition (e.g. BCDC, the
County, Marin Community Foundation)

•

Focus on creating a rapid rehousing
program, which seems better aligned with
the level of vulnerability on the water

•

Consider a “portfolio” of possible housing
interventions versus relying on any one
program (e.g. expand Safe Harbor, allow
experienced mariners to stay, medically‐
focused placements)

23

Questions
24
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RICHARDSON’S BAY REGIONAL AGENCY (RBRA)
STAFF REPORT
For the meeting of: January 9, 2020
To:

RBRA Board

From:

Beth Pollard, Executive Director

Subject:

Information regarding operating a mooring program.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Receive and discuss information about mooring program operations from the Morro Bay Harbor
Director, and identify additional information desired for subsequent Board deliberations on the
potential pursuit of a mooring program
BACKGROUND:
RBRA has been exploring establishing a mooring program as a means for managing vessels on
Richardson’s Bay. The general idea is to clearly regulate the number, location, and condition of
vessels on the bay by requiring them to be securely attached to authorized mooring balls, utilizing
only authorized mooring equipment and technique best suited for the conditions of the bay and
the particular vessels.
A recently completed Mooring Feasibility & Planning Study by Merkel & Associates for RBRA has
provided information and recommendations on marine-ecology based factors to consider in
establishing a mooring program on Richardson’s Bay. Chief among these factors are the location
and density of eelgrass beds, bathymetry, and wind, distance, and uses of the bay.
Other factors in whether to pursue a mooring program include the management, operations, and
financial considerations, as well as access to shoreline facilities.
DISCUSSION:
Mooring programs exist all around the state, country and world. They often are associated with
marinas that offer shoreline facilities. Some of the mooring programs allow liveaboard vessels,
although in California these are typically limited to no more than 10 percent of the vessels.
The City of Morro Bay, in San Luis Obispo County, operates a mooring program as part of its
Harbor Department. Over the years its program has worked through issues involving eelgrass and
the reduction of the number of liveaboard vessels allowed in the harbor. It differs from
Richardson’s Bay in that its operations are broader and it has its own marine patrol unit with
sworn officers. Additionally, it is overseen by the State Lands Commission rather than the Bay
Conservation & Development Commission. However, it is one of the closest examples in Northern
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California of the conditions and transitions that RBRA is considering through the establishment of
a mooring program.
Eric Endersby, Morro Bay Harbor Director, has graciously agreed to attend RBRA’s January Board
meeting to describe Morro Bay’s management and operations and answer questions to help
inform the Board in its deliberations about whether to pursue a mooring program.
NEXT STEPS:
Through this agenda item, the Board may identify additional information to help the Board in its
decision-making process about a mooring program. Staff anticipates a follow up item on the
Board’s February agenda.
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Presentation to
Richardson’s Bay Regional Agency
on Mooring Fields and Liveaboards
Eric Endersby,
Harbor Director, City of Morro Bay (CMB)
January 9, 2020

Presentation to RBRA 1/9/20
Mooring Fields and Liveaboards

Morro Bay’s Mooring Field in a Nutshell:
 125 total moorings – concrete block and chain tackle
 50 are leased in two blocks of 25 each to private operators
 CMB owns outright and rents directly to boaters 8 moorings
at $275/month each (roughly at market rates)
 Remaining 67 are privately owned and the space leased
from CMB for $94/month each
 Two leased mooring fields revenue ~$49,000/year
 Total revenue from the 125 moorings is ~$150,000/year
 All moorings must be inspected and repaired biennially at
mooring owner’s expense

Presentation to RBRA 1/9/20
Mooring Fields and Liveaboards

Benefits of a Mooring Field:
 Management and control
 Boating access/opportunity at less cost than a typical slip
 Revenue source

Presentation to RBRA 1/9/20
Mooring Fields and Liveaboards

Mooring Field Management Issues:
 Cost - CMB spends ~$53,000/year to manage its mooring
field (~$425/mooring)
– Direct Costs ~$45,000 (employee and program costs)
– Citywide Overhead Costs ~$8,000 (what we pay City Hall for
support)
– Each mooring inspection/repair is typically $500-$700, and
occasionally up to $1,000
– ~$1,500 cost for a complete new mooring setup (block and chain)

 Liability
 Logistics of inspections and maintenance

Presentation to RBRA 1/9/20
Mooring Fields and Liveaboards

Morro Bay’s Moorings:
 Can use a concrete block or iron weight (all concrete at this
point)
 3-1 scope requirement
 Weight of block/iron according to maximum vessel length
mooring is allowed to accommodate according to our
specifications
 Chain supported by float or Norwegian buoy
 Inspected/repaired biennially. Work and placement done by
private contractors, inspected/OK’s by CMB personnel
 Mooring field established in CMB municipal code

Presentation to RBRA 1/9/20
Mooring Fields and Liveaboards

Morro Bay’s Liveaboards in a Nutshell:
 Liveaboard permit program established in CMB municipal code
 Maximum number of liveaboards = 50 (10% of our vessel
population)
 Have historically had ~35-40 living aboard annually
 Vessel must be currently registered, operable and seaworthy, have
proper sanitation facilities, have communication means, be occupied
by the vessel owner/family (no renting) and be inspected biennially
 Current permit fee $165 biennially, and $150 to have the vessel
inspection done. Current service fee $17.40/month
 New permit fee will be a flat $44.80/month, and $150 for the vessel
inspection (to be approved next month)

Presentation to RBRA 1/9/20
Mooring Fields and Liveaboards

Benefits of Liveaboards:
 Safety and security force on the water (eye and ears)
 Boating access and boating lifestyle opportunities
 Revenue source

Presentation to RBRA 1/9/20
Mooring Fields and Liveaboards

Liveaboard Management Issues:
 Can be viewed as low or no-income housing; vessels are
not necessarily well suited to that
 “Sneakaboards” comprise a bulk of the
enforcement and management issues and costs

negative

 Proving a person is living aboard has not shown to be a
simple matter with CMB’s current liveaboard ordinance
 “Seaworthiness” not necessarily easy to legally establish or
prove. For CMB’s liveaboard inspection, vessel must be
able to safely travel under its own power to the place of
inspection and back.

RICHARDSON’S BAY REGIONAL AGENCY (RBRA)
STAFF REPORT
For the meeting of: January 9, 2020
To:

RBRA Board of Directors

From:

Beth Pollard, Executive Director

Subject: Bay Conservation & Development Commission (BCDC) letter of its expectations for
RBRA to take additional actions for removal of vessels from Richardson’s Bay
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
To address BCDC expectations:
1. Direct staff to prepare a resolution(s) expanding and/or clarifying RBRA’s enforcement
priorities to include any or all of the following towards meeting BCDC expectations,
contingent upon availability of funds to implement:
a. Occupied vessels that run adrift/break loose and are in marine debris condition
b. Occupied vessels that run adrift/break loose whether or not they are marine debris
c. Vessels new to the anchorage occupied by persons who had been on removed vessels
d. Unregistered occupied vessels that are marine debris
e. Occupied vessels that are marine debris
f. Unregistered occupied vessels that are not marine debris
g. Occupied vessels that do not comply with RBRA Ordinance No. 19-1, which
updated/added requirements for vessels to be seaworthy, operable, registered, and
meeting waste management requirements.
2. Schedule for the meeting of March 12, 2020 an action item on a plan with timelines to
transition the remaining vessels off the water.
3. Authorize hiring/contracting for temporary personnel for the remainder of the fiscal year to
assist in RBRA enforcement and related work.
4. Request support for funding and other assistance from BCDC and other agencies,
organizations, or sources.
5. Consider endorsement of private, non-profit and other philanthropic efforts to improve the
condition of occupied vessels so as to reduce hazards and risks in the bay and to improve the
capability of vessels to qualify for marina slips.
BACKGROUND:
The Enforcement Committee of BCDC requested three presentations by RBRA in calendar year
2019. At the last presentation on November 20, 2019 the Committee supported the transmittal
of a letter to RBRA and its member agencies, as well as a letter to the City of Sausalito, outlining
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its expected resolution of the issues related to vessels anchoring on Richardson’s Bay. The
general theme in BCDC’s letter of resolution is the elimination of vessels with extended stays on
the bay.
On December 3, 2019, BCDC’s Enforcement Manager Patrice Njugnana sent the attached letter
stating BCDC’s expectations of RBRA; these include the initiation of action to remove certain
categories of vessels, the submittal of plans to transition all other vessels off the bay, and
submittal of monthly progress reports.
DISCUSSION:
With BCDC having the authority of a state agency, RBRA is compelled to seriously consider the
expectations and appropriate steps to meet them.
Staff has identified a range of options and actions towards addressing these expectations
Discussion on each of the options and actions is contained in Attachment B.
ANALYSIS:
RBRA’s focus in recent times has been to establish a medium-to-long-term resolution of the
issue of vessels with extended stays on Richardson’s Bay. The agency has been pursuing a
gradual transition of the anchorage through an enforcement prioritization process, engagement
with vessel occupants through the Special Anchorage Association and through coordinated
outreach for potential housing alternatives, and exploration of a mooring program to clearly
regulate the number, location, and condition of vessels and their ground tackle.
The late-2019 Mooring Feasibility and Planning Study prepared by Merkel & Associates for
RBRA identifies in particular certain marine-ecology based considerations such as eelgrass,
bathymetry, accessing the shore, and capacity. This study addresses just some factors in
considering a mooring program. The next step has been to additionally consider operational,
management, and financial factors to further inform a decision on whether to propose a
mooring program to BCDC, and if so, its characteristics such as size/number, location(s), shore
access, mooring equipment/technique, management, and other features.
The transmittal of the letter represents a shift in BCDC’s approach, which previously had
appeared accepting of RBRA’s systematic work towards a sustainable overall strategy to
resolving issues on the bay, while also encouraging abatement of marine debris vessels. A State
Audit released in Spring 2019 that questioned whether BCDC has given enforcement its due
focus and effort – using Richardson’s Bay as one example – has resulted in significantly more
attention at BCDC for conducting Enforcement Committee meetings, establishing processes and
expectations, monitoring results, and expanding enforcement staffing and efforts.
Consequently, 2019 brought about greater BCDC focus on Richardson’s Bay and for RBRA to
take more strident steps to reduce vessel numbers.
Analysis of the above staff recommended options is as follows:
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Vessel Enforcement/Removal through Expansion of Enforcement Priorities:
BCDC Expectation: By March 31, 2020, initiate all appropriate actions to remove from
Richardson’s Bay all marine debris, unoccupied vessels, unregistered vessels, and vessels
occupied by persons who are not able to control the vessels during storm events or the vessels
that are endangering or threatening to endanger others.
The Board has been systematically expanding enforcement priorities, with its most recent
expansion in July 2019 aimed at reducing the safety risks that unoccupied vessels pose, and
eliminating the growth in vessel numbers brought about by new vessels entering the bay. The
population of vessels has declined from 184 in June 2019 to 140 as of December 23, 2019
through RBRA or owner removal.
RBRA is in a policy position to meet the BCDC expectation to initiate action to remove marine
debris such as mooring balls and floats, and remove all unoccupied vessels – whether or not
they are marine debris. What has not been included in enforcement priorities to date are
occupied vessels, although they are subject to abatement if they sink or run aground and pose
immediate hazards.
Of the current census of 140 vessels, there are an estimated 40 unoccupied, leaving a total of
about 100 occupied vessels. An estimated 80% of the occupied vessels may be considered to be
in marine debris condition, and 45% appear unregistered. There are at least two situations to
date where persons on previously removed vessels have brought in and occupied new vessels –
thus compelling policy clarification.
To comply with BCDC expectations, the Board would need to initiate action to expand its
enforcement priorities to cover all occupied vessels that are in marine debris condition, that are
unregistered, and that are unable to be controlled or are unsafe to others. The Board’s
initiation could take place at one time or through a phased implementation approach.
From a health, safety and logistics standpoint, the priorities for enforcement expansion are
vessels that are in 2marine debris condition that either break loose/sink or that are
replacement vessels for persons on the bay; unregistered vessels that are not in marine debris
condition are a lower health, safety, and logistics priority.
From a cost standpoint, as outlined below, RBRA’s currently available funding is estimated to
support the removal of up to approximately 50 vessels. Absent an influx of additional revenue,
RBRA is not in a financial position to abate more than the remaining unoccupied vessels and
about a dozen or so occupied vessels that are marine debris – depending on the number of
vessels that leave voluntarily.
The Board could endeavor to meet the BCDC expectations by taking action to expand its
enforcement priorities to include occupied vessels that are in marine debris condition, but it
would necessitate the caveat that RBRA is not in a financial position to implement this
expansion. One of RBRA’s Guiding Principles states:
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We acknowledge the existence of current regulatory policy, plans, ordinances and
law. We recognize that wherewithal to implement, enforce and maintain will be
required for our decisions on policies, plans, ordinances, and other actions.. We will
not adopt rules and regulations for which we will not establish credible and reliable
means of operation, enforcement, and maintenance.
Consequently, there is the challenge of meeting the expectations of a regulatory agency in the
context of a guiding principle for having alignment between actions and resources. One
approach to phase the implementation of initiated actions to match projected resources over a
period of time and subject to an influx of new and additional funding beyond the SAVE grants.
An expansion that RBRA has more potential to meet in the foreseeable future is the abatement
of marine debris vessels that break loose/run aground (or sink) and marine debris vessels that
their owners are using in place of vessels removed after the August 2019 survey.
Transition Plan:
BCDC Expectation: By March 31, 2020, submit a plan with timelines to transition all other
vessels off the water within a reasonable period.
Current projections based on existing policy direction, resources, and time/logistics is that there
will be around 100 occupied vessels and a few remaining unoccupied vessels on the bay at
March 31, 2020. Considerations for a transition plan include further expansion of enforcement
priorities, development of a mooring program proposal, acquisition of funding for outreach and
housing alternatives, and improvement of vessel conditions. Further discussion of these
considerations is expected on the RBRA Board’s February agenda in anticipation of the update
to the Enforcement Committee on February 26, 2020.
Staffing:
As reported at the November Board meeting, existing staffing of one Harbormaster is not
sufficient to absorb expanded enforcement priorities. The Harbormaster has been successful in
developing arrangements to make efficient use of staff members from other agencies to assist
with his duties. However, ongoing support for work that only RBRA can perform is needed to
continue to stem the influx of new vessels and abate unoccupied vessels and vessels
undergoing summary abatement – not to mention any enforcement expansion outlined in this
staff report that is prioritized by the Board. A minimum of part-time support for the remainder
of the fiscal year would improve RBRA’s success with its enforcement priorities and other work.
Assistance from BCDC and other agencies/organizations/sources:
Such assistance could take the form of funding, logistics and/or policy support. Potential
agencies besides BCDC include the State of California, Coastal Conservancy, and other
organizations with grant opportunities or ability to support logistics or policy for the health and
safety of the bay. Furthermore, there could be the potential for privately sourced assistance.
Assistance in the form of space for impounded vessels is also useful. A specific funding source
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identified for RBRA to seek through BCDC and the State of California is BCDC’s Bay Clean-up and
Abatement Fund.
Vessel improvements through private funding:
Improving vessels to become more seaworthy, operable and fully comply with waste
management requirements enhances the health and safety of the bay. It also improves vessel
chances to be accepted into slips in marinas, which have standards for use of their slips.
Furthermore, it would help meet the BCDC expectations for the elimination of marine debris.
While RBRA is not in a position to fund private improvements, it could indicate support for such
philanthropic efforts so as to see a reduction in marine debris and the improvement of bay
conditions.
FINANCIAL IMPACT:
Expanded enforcement abatement:
Costs: The non-staffing cost to abate a vessel varies, depending on the vessel type and size,
whether it has run aground or sunk, or has any unusual characteristics. For planning purposes, a
round number of $1.5 million is suggested as a general projection for costs to remove all
vessels on the bay. This general projection is based on a preliminary rough estimate of $1.253
million for disposal costs. These disposl costs do not include retrieval from under water or the
shoreline, towing, vessel surveys to determine whether they are marine debris, and storage.
Nor does it include costs from potential claims or litigation.
Whether a vessel is in marine debris condition is a specific determination. For planning
purposes, staff estimates that approximately 80% of the occupied vessels may be in marine
debris condition. The financial impact of abating vessels in marine debris condition or otherwise
meet the criteria in the options for next enforcement priorities is roughly estimated in the
general range of $1 million or more. It cannot be known in advance how many vessels could
break loose or sink and therefore be subject to more costly abatement. The number of vessel
owners that will obtain registration or will improve their vessels also cannot be known in
advance. Or the number of vessels that currently are in good condition but will become
damaged or otherwise become marine debris.
Available funding: RBRA’s vessel abatement work from August 2019 through December 31 has
cost approximately $200,000 for the removal of 39 vessels. Approximately $260,000 is available
for vessel abatement through the end of calendar year from remaining grant funds from the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Marine Debris Removal 2019 Grant program
and the Surrendered and Abandoned Vessel Exchange 2019 Program through the State of
California Division of Boating & Waterways (DBW).
Additional funding from DBW’s SAVE program could be available towards the end of the
calendar year:
• In late summer, from other agencies that are not projected to spend all of their expiring
grant funds by year-end, if any. No funds were made available last year, but RBRA obtained
$70,000 in the prior year. RBRA cannot rely on receipt of these funds at this time.
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•

At year’s end, allocation to RBRA of grant funds approved in the next funding cycle (limited
by overall State Budget appropriation and funds requested by other public
harbors/anchorages).Potentially in the neighborhood of $250,000.

Transition Plan:
The cost of a transition plan will obviously depend on its type, scope and size. At the minimum
it is projected that funds will be needed for continued outreach coordination, with financial
support for Rapid Rehousing, marina slips, and/or other housing alternatives also important to
assist with transition. The cost to establish a mooring program will depend on many factors, as
will addressing damage from vessels in the bay; grant funding would likely be a target for these
transition strategies. The cost to operate a mooring program likewise is scope-and-scaledependent.
Staffing support:
The expected monthly cost for the recommended baseline of 20 to 25-hour-a-week services is
in the range of $4,000; with an estimated earliest start date of March 1, 2020, the fiscal year
cost impact is approximately $16,000. Staff estimates at the present time that the fiscal year
2018-19 budget and NOAA grant funds can sufficiently cover that level of cost. Because of
RBRA’s narrow budget margin, which becomes even thinner with increased vessel abatement
activity, there is some risk special assessments could be needed from the member agencies at
fiscal year end to cover the staffing cost.
To the extent the Board expands its enforcement priorities and expected pace of results, staff
recommends that additional hours be added to the temporary hire/contract arrangement. In
such circumstances, the member agencies likely will be called upon to increase their member
contributions.
Funding and other assistance from BCDC and other agencies, organizations and sources:
As of June 30, 2018, BCDC’s Bay Clean-up and Abatement Fund had a balance of $1.4 million;
State legislature approval is required for its expenditure. Other agency or state grant funding is
unknown but can be pursued. Other organizations or individuals can also be approached.
Private, non-profit and other philanthropic efforts to improve the condition of occupied vessels:
These include one-time costs as well as on-going costs. Costs can range from the hundreds of
dollars to thousands of dollars. Repairs, improvements and acquisitions cover items such as
engines, bilge pumps, sanitation devices, thru hulls, valves, ground tackle, fire extinguishers,
lifejackets, and other gear, as well as haul-outs for repainting and repairs. These could be
individual-to-individual private efforts or funds acquired/distributed through the Special
Anchorage Association or other entity.
NEXT STEPS:
Pending Board direction, staff can:
• Draft a resolution(s) expanding enforcement priorities
• Obtain temporary staff assistance for the remainder of the fiscal year
• Continue to develop information for Board action on a transition plan
6

•
•

Submit a written request to BCDC and other entities for funding and other assistance
Indicate to interested funders the ordinance criteria for vessels to be on the bay for
purposes of private vessel improvements

Attachments:
A. Discussion on follow up options to address BCDC expectations
B. Letter from BCDC dated December 3, 2019
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Attachment A – Discussion of BCDC Expectations and Board options
1. Vessel Enforcement/Removal:
BCDC Expectation: By March 31, 2020, initiate all appropriate actions to remove
from Richardson’s Bay all marine debris, unoccupied vessels, unregistered vessels,
and vessels occupied by persons who are not able to control the vessels during storm
events or the vessels that are endangering or threatening to endanger others.
RBRA Board policy expressed through Resolution No. 03-19 encompasses these
enforcement priorities:
• Unoccupied marine debris (Adopted December 2016)
• Unattended/unused mooring balls and floats (Adopted December 2016)
• Registration requirements (Adopted December 2016)
• Unattended and unoccupied vessels (Adopted November 2018)
• Time limits for vessels entering Richardson’s Bay (Adopted July 2019). Vessels may
not anchor or moor for more than 72 hours without a permit; the Harbormaster may
issue 30-day permits.
Staff is achieving results on these enforcement priorities in the work performed and
coordinated by RBRA’s Harbormaster.

Through the above-noted enforcement priorities, RBRA is in a policy position to meet
the expectation to initiate action to remove marine debris such as mooring balls and
floats, and remove all unoccupied vessels – whether or not they are marine debris.

The enforcement priorities have specifically not identified occupied vessels as an
enforcement category. However some occupied vessels that run aground or have sunk
have been/are abated through RBRA’s summary abatement procedure and/or State
marine debris vessel laws when they pose an immediate health and safety risk. And
since July 2019, RBRA has taken active steps to prevent new occupied vessels from
staying beyond regulated time limits in the bay

To meet the remainder of the BCDC vessel removal expectations, additional RBRA Board
policy direction to expand enforcement priorities is needed, as well as additional
funding, Staff has identified some options for RBRA to hasten outcomes to meet the
March 31, 2020 deadline that involve occupied vessels.
In situations where occupied vessel owners/occupants are unable or unwilling to bring
their vessel conditions into compliance with the enforcement priorities, the vessels will
be subject to removal and abatement. In some cases, occupants of vessels may have
other living arrangements available to them, while in other cases, alternatives are
unknown or unavailable. The latter situation creates greater complications for both the
occupants and for RBRA. RBRA is working with the county’s coordinated entry program
to assess individuals on the water for housing alternatives. On a separate agenda item,
the Board will hear a progress report and potential assistance options for the future.
Presently, there are limited housing alternatives given the shortage of affordable or
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subsidized housing. These challenges will be present for all of the following options
involving occupied vessels.
a. Occupied vessels that run adrift/break loose and are in marine debris condition.

Most of the occupied vessels that run adrift/break loose and/or sink are in a state of
marine debris and many of these are subject to summary abatement because they pose
an immediate threat to the health and safety of the bay – such as due to fuels and other
hazardous materials on the boat risking contamination to the Richardson’s Bay environment.

Those vessels that run adrift/break loose that are not subject to summary abatement
but are in marine debris condition could be an subject to abatement under State Harbors
& Navigation Code if they fail to be voluntarily removed by the owners. This
enforcement priority would address two of the BCDC expectations: The removal of
vessels that are marine debris, and the removal of vessels occupied by persons who are
not able to control the vessels during storm events or the vessels that are endangering
or threatening to endanger others. Adding this enforcement priority clarifies that vessels
in both a condition of marine debris and that have demonstrated a failure to be
controlled cannot remain on the bay.
Subject to continued availability of funding, RBRA could seek reimbursement for those
costs from existing Surrendered and Abandoned Vessel Exchange (SAVE) grants with
the California Division of Boating & Waterways (DBW).

b. Occupied vessels that run adrift/break loose, whether or not they are marine debris.
Occupied vessels that are in marine debris condition would be subject to removal under
State Harbors & Navigation Code, as described above. Occupied vessels that are not
necessarily marine debris would be subject to the time limit regulations in the RBRA
code and subject to removal after the permitted time period has expired.
This enforcement priority would address the BCDC expectation of removing vessels
occupied by persons who are not able to control the vessels during storm events or the
vessels that are endangering or threatening to endanger others.
RBRA would need to seek funding for removal of vessels that are not marine debris,
abandoned, or voluntarily turned in by their owners and therefore not eligible for the
SAVE grant.

c.
Vessels new to the anchorage occupied by persons who had been on removed
vessels
RBRA Resolution No. 03-19 added the enforcement priority of time limits on vessels
new to the anchorage. There has been some confusion among occupants of vessels who
believe that if their prior vessel is removed (voluntarily or through abatement), they
may bring a new vessel into the anchorage to replace it. Clarification in the enforcement
priorities policy would assist staff in implementing Board direction. At the minimum, the
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clarification would be expected to not allow replacement vessels that are in marine
debris condition.
d. Occupied vessels that are marine debris.
The California Harbors & Navigation Code contains provisions for the abatement and
removal of vessels that are marine debris – whether or not they are occupied. The Board
could add occupied marine debris vessels to its enforcement priorities. The majority of
the occupied vessels are in marine debris condition.
Subject to continued availability of funding, RBRA can seek reimbursement for non-staff
related costs to abate vessels that are marine debris from the SAVE grant. Existing
committed SAVE funding will not cover the costs of abatement of all occupied marine
debris vessels. An application for additional funding that would become available
towards the end of calendar year 2020 can be submitted in Spring 2020.

e. Time limits on undocumented/unregistered occupied vessels that are marine debris
or all undocumented/unregistered occupied vessels.
Under California law, vessels are required to be either documented with the U.S. Coast
Guard (USCG) or registered with the California Division of Motor Vehicles (DMV); the
terms documented and registered are generally referred to as “registered.” Vessels that
are unregistered are subject to citation. RBRA could abate unregistered occupied vessels
that are marine debris under State Harbors & Navigation provisions for marine debris.
Unregistered vessels that are not marine debris could be required to provide proof of
registration or proof of application for registration to stay more than 72 hours.
Initial registration fees for vessels in marine waters range from $29 to $77, with a $20
biennial renewal fee. Registered vessels are subject to property tax assessment.

About 45% of the occupied vessels are unregistered. One reason for non-registration can
be lack of proof of vessel ownership. Especially as the condition of a vessel declines, it
may transition from person to person without a chain of title accompanying the
transaction or vessel movement – complicating the registration process.
Under this option, the Board could apply the time limits either to all unregistered
vessels, or unregistered vessels in marine debris condition. Staff estimates that most of
the unregistered occupied vessels are in marine debris condition.

f. Enforcement of Ordinance No. 19-1, which updated/added requirements for vessels to
be seaworthy, operable, registered, and meet waste management regulations.
Applying this ordinance across the board to all vessels in the bay essentially would meet
the expectations of Section A of the BCDC letter. Specifically, under this ordinance,
vessels may not be marine debris, must be registered, and must be in an operable
condition - to help enable occupants to maneuver their vessels during a storm and in
other conditions.
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Staff estimates that most of the vessels on the bay do not currently meet the ordinance
requirements, and that the majority are in marine debris condition.

Subject to continued availability of funding, RBRA could seek reimbursement for the cost
to abate occupied marine debris vessels from existing SAVE grant funding. The U.S. Coast
Guard potentially can assist with enforcement of regulations for authorized waste
management facilities.
2. Transition plan for remaining vessels
BCDC Expectation: By March 31, 2020, submit a plan with timelines to transition all
other vessels off the water within a reasonable period.
To meet the deadline for submittal of a transition plan, staff recommends an action item
on the Board’s March agenda.

The characteristics and number of the vessels as of March will depend upon RBRA’s pace
of accomplishing current enforcement priorities and any new priorities added and
accomplished. At the current scope and scale of vessels leaving or being removed from
the anchorage and with an influx of some staffing support, staff estimates a best-case
scenario of removal of nearly all unoccupied vessels by March 31, leaving approximately
100 vessels on the anchorage. Enforcement efforts and resources will still be needed to
monitor vessels coming into the anchorage.
The Board has been exploring establishing a mooring program as a component of a
transition plan for the bay. The general idea thus far is to allow only a certain number of
vessels, which meet RBRA vessel condition requirements, to moor in specified locations
using authorized and secure mooring equipment/technique. The general purpose is to
reduce threats to eelgrass, reduce risks of vessels breaking loose, and improve the
ability of RBRA to manage the anchorage and enforce its regulations.
On a separate agenda item, the Board will hear from the Morro Bay Harbor Director
about that city’s mooring program, to help inform a Board decision on moorings. Staff
anticipates additional Board discussion about a mooring program at the February
meeting to help inform whether and/or to what extent to include it in its plan proposal
to BCDC.

In anther separate agenda item, the Board will hear from the coordinator of the
Richardson’s Bay outreach effort to help transition persons off the bay, and his
recommendations about a multi-year timelime and seeking funding and other assistance
for such transitions.

The City of Sausalito, which received a similar letter from BCDC, is pursuing a Safe
Harbor Program to place occupied vessels that meet certain conditions into marina slips.
The City is asking BCDC to expand the cap on the percentage of Sausalito marina
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liveaboard slips from 10 percent to 20 percent to accommodate the transition of what
they refer to as “legacy liveaboards.” BCDC has indicated it is open to the expansion, for
a limited time duration. The City is funding the slip fees through its Tidelands Funds and
by pursuing grants. RBRA lacks Tidelands Funds such as those available to the City, and
therefore outside grant or other funding would be needed if RBRA wishes to consider a
similar program for marina slips on Richardson’s Bay or elsewhere.
BCDC Expectation: Monthly progress reports, and a plan for how RBRA will address
and resolve the damage to natural habitat in Richardson’s Bay.
Attached is RBRA’s first monthly progress report.

BCDC Expectation: In February 2020, update BCDC’s Enforcement Committee on the
status of implementing each of these actions at a regularly scheduled Committee
meeting.
The Enforcement Committee update has been scheduled for Wednesday, February 26,
2020. The update will include actions of the RBRA Board through its meeting of
February 13, 2020, and implementation progress as of the date of the Committee
meeting.
3. STAFFING
The RBRA staff currently consists of one full-time Harbormaster and a part-time
Executive Director. In the past few months, the RBRA Harbormaster has expanded
RBRA’s capacity to conduct enforcement through arrangements with the member
agencies. The Belvedere Police Chief, a Mill Valley police officer, and the Tiburon Public
Works Director are each on separate scheduled every-other week shifts with the
Harbormaster’s anchorage patrol. The Sheriff’s Marine Patrol Unit, comprised of two
deputy sheriffs, dedicates time in their weekly schedule for patrolling all Marin waters
to perform enforcement work on the anchorage.

The City of Sausalito, and with encouragement from BCDC, has offered to assist RBRA
with enforcement work. Staff from the two agencies are developing protocols for the
assistance. RBRA staff appreciates the offer and is optimistic that a partnership that is
mindful of the City’s legal status as a non-member agency, but with some common
objectives, can be established. It is notably helpful in that Sausalito’s 2018-19 significant
enforcement work resulted in vessels moving from its jurisdiction to RBRA’s waters. The
survey conducted by Sausalito in June 2019 noted that 47 vessels from the Richardson’s
Bay database had also been captured in the Sausalito vessel database. Of these 47
vessels, 29 had been observed on more than one Sausalito survey. Twenty vessels
observed in County waters during the June 2019 survey had been previously included in
more than one of Sausalito’s surveys.
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Even with assistance from other agencies, there is work that only RBRA personnel can
perform on each vessel that is the subject of enforcement. Chief among these are RBRA’s
legal notifications to vessel owners; RBRA follow-up communication about options,
recovering property, and oftentimes the angry reactions on the part of vessel
owners/occupants; arranging for and reviewing marine surveys on vessels being abated
and follow-up abatement work; and tracking costs and completing RBRA’s grant
reimbursement applications. RBRA personnel is also responsible for approving
contractor arrangements for retrieving and towing vessels that have drifted, run
aground, or sunk during storms when owners or others fail to retrieve them.
Accordingly, the pace of enforcement is driven in part by RBRA’s capacity to accomplish
the up-front and follow-up work that only RBRA may perform.
There have been offers from other agencies in the Bay Area for one-time enforcement
assistance. While these offers are appreciated, there are many logistical challenges of a
one-time so-called “blitz”, especially since with the significant follow-up work, outlined
above, that only RBRA may perform. There are also logistical issues around towing and
storing abated vessels from the anchorage into the small amount of space available, and
performing subsequent abatement work in a timely manner. RBRA staff does, however,
remain interested in any offers of support as well as sites in Richardson’s Bay/San
Francisco Bay where abated vessels can be securely located.

To help RBRA accomplish all of the current enforcement priorities, staff recommends
the Board authorize hiring or contracting for at least part-time personnel for the
remainder of the fiscal year to assist the Harbormaster in duties such as notification,
communication, patrol, maintaining data and information systems, and submitting cost
reimbursements. If approved by the Board, staff would ask the County of Marin to assist
with recruitment for a limited term, part-time special hire or contract arrangement of
approximately 20 hours per week, with flexibility for additional hours.
4. FUNDING AND OTHER SUPPORT FROM BCDC AND OTHER AGENCIES TOWARDS
MEETINGS BCDC’S EXPECTATIONS.
Richardson’s Bay was cited as an example in the State Auditor’s summary of BCDC’s
neglect to adequately protect San Francisco Bay. To the extent Richardson’s Bay
consequently features prominently in BCDC’s enforcement priorities, it seems
appropriate that it receive commensurate funding attention from resources available
through BCDC and with BCDC’s support.

BCDC administers a Bay Clean-up and Abatement Fund that the State Legislature
established to pay for clean-up projects in the bay. The abatement fund receives its
revenue from regulatory penalties levied by BCDC. The 2019 State Audit noted that at
June 30, 2018, the balance of the fund was $1.4 million, having received more than
$280,000 in the prior fiscal year. Allocation of the funds is subject to approval of the
State Legislature.
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Staff recommends that the RBRA Board ask BCDC to support allocation of funds from the
abatement fund to assist RBRA in its enforcement and related bay clean-up work, and its
support in identifying and pursuing funding assistance from other governmental, nonprofit or public/private sources.
Other BCDC support could include assisting with securing vessel impound sites in other
shoreline areas of the bay.
A more general area of support from BCDC, the State of California, and others is funding
for marinas and others to dispose of derelict vessels, in order to break the supply chain
of vessels that head to Richardson’s Bay, other parts of the Bay Area, and the State as a
whole.
5. PRIVATE EFFORTS/PHILANTHROPIC CONTRIBUTIONS FOR VESSEL
IMPROVEMENTS
When discussing the potential timeline at the last meeting for implementation of the
vessel condition requirements of Ordinance No. 19-1 on occupied vessels, Board
members expressed interest in understanding the costs to owners to bring their boats
into ordinance compliance. Staff has asked persons with boats on the anchorage to
directly address the Board on this topic at the January meeting.

The improvement of occupied vessels to seaworthy and operable condition would serve
these purposes:
• Reduces risk of vessels breaking loose, running aground or sinking
• Opens more options for vessels to be placed in marina slips, whether directly by the
vessel owner or through RBRA or other agencies
• Reduce the number of vessels on which BCDC expects RBRA to initiate near-term
removal action
It also would put vessels in a stronger position to withstand a range of conditions in the
anchorage under a mooring program, if that is pursued. On the other hand, it is more
complex and costly to abate and remove vessels that are not marine debris.
The Richardson’s Bay Special Anchorage Association has been working with vessel
owners to improve vessel conditions by identifying and explaining seaworthy criteria,
and providing direct technical assistance and advice. It established a burgee program,
under which vessels are inspected for meeting seaworthiness criteria and issued a
burgee to display if they pass inspection.

While RBRA is not in a position to fund vessel improvements, the Board or Board
members could indicate endorsement of private, philanthropic, or non-profit backing of
vessel improvements; such financial support might occur directly to individuals or
through the Special Anchorage Association or other organization.
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RICHARDSON BAY REGIONAL AGENCY
December 12, 2019

Priscilla Njuguna, Enforcement Policy Manager
Bay Conservation & Development Commission (BCDC)
375 Beale Street, Suite 510
San Francisco, CA 94105
Via email: Priscilla.njuguna@bcdc.ca.gov
Re: Enforcement Case No. ER2010.038
Dear Priscilla,
The Richardson’s Bay Regional Agency (RBRA) is submitting the below update on its
progress on reduction of vessels on Richardson’s Bay, pursuant to your letter of
December 3, 2019.
In August, 2019, the Marin County Sheriff's Office (MCSO) performed a survey of
vessels anchored in Richardson’s Bay. The survey was performed over three days and
identified 185 vessels in the anchorage (Sausalito performed an independent survey of the
anchorage in September of 2019 concluding that there were 192 vessels in the anchorage
- note that Sausalito counted tenders as separate, primary vessels). The MCSO survey is
important because it established a baseline number for existing vessels anchored in
Richardson's Bay, and provides a clear determination as to vessels that are new to the
anchorage.
RBRA’s Harbormaster performed a survey of vessels in RBRA’s anchorage over a period
of three days during the week of December 2-6, 2019. As of December 6, 2019, there
were 152 vessels anchored in Richardson's Bay. This represents a reduction of 33 vessels
from the August 2019 vessel MCSO survey (and a reduction of 40 vessels from the
September 2019 Sausalito survey).
Since August of 2019, the RBRA Harbormaster has achieved the following objectives:
• Removal of 12 illegal moorings from the anchorage
• Issuance of eight 30-day anchoring permits (these vessels departed the anchorage
upon expiration of their permit)
• All new vessels to the anchorage (i.e. vessels not listed in the MCSO August 2019
survey) have been provided with 72-hour notices. Only one new vessel
currently remains
• 30 vessels have been removed from the anchorage and disposed of consistent with
best management practices
• 7 additional vessels have been noticed for removal

c/o Marin County Community Development Agency, 3501 Civic Center Drive, Room 308, San Rafael, CA 94903
Office/Cell: 510-812-6284 bethapollard@gmail.com

Ms. Njuguna
December 12, 2019
Page 2
The RBRA has initiated regular bay patrols with law enforcement from Mill Valley,
Belvedere and the Marin County Sheriff's Marine Unit. This week, RBRA staff met with
City of Sausalito staff to explore ways to work together to enforce the 72-hour limit, as
well as ongoing identification of unoccupied vessels. The RBRA Harbormaster has also
initiated a conversation with the US Coast Guard to enhance its enforcement presence in
the anchorage (particularly as it relates to sewage disposal).
RBRA’s progress in reducing the number of vessels, anchors and moorings from
Richardson’s Bay has reduced the risk of vessel damage to eelgrass beds, increased
opportunities for eelgrass propagation, and reduced hazards to the bay from vessels that
are marine debris.
In closing, you are invited to join the RBRA Harbormaster in seeing first hand the
enforcement efforts taking place in Richardson's Bay. We think it is incredibly beneficial
for you to witness the enforcement process. We hope this information is useful to you and
look forward to hearing from you regarding heading out onto the bay.
Sincerely,

Beth Pollard
Executive Director
cc:

Adrienne Klein, BCDC
Karen Donovan, BCDC
RBRA Board of Directors
Curtis Havel, RBRA Harbormaster
County of Marin
City of Belvedere
City of Mill Valley
Town of Tiburon
City of Sausalito

c/o Marin County Community Development Agency, 3501 Civic Center Drive, Room 308, San Rafael, CA 94903
Office/Cell: 510-812-6284 bethapollard@gmail.com

RICHARDSON’S BAY REGIONAL AGENCY (RBRA)
STAFF REPORT
For the meeting of: January 9, 2020
To:

RBRA Board of Directors

From:

Curtis Havel, Harbormaster
Beth Pollard, Executive Director

Subject:

RBRA Staff update

Harbormaster Appointment
The Executive Director is pleased to announce the appointment of Curtis Havel to the position
of Harbormaster. Through a competitive recruitment conducted by the County of Marin that
included Human Resources screening and a technical panel testing process, Curtis emerged as
the candidate with the best set of skills, knowledge and experience for the position. The
appointment is for a limited term of one to two years, and may be extended.
Harbormaster Activities
In August 2019, the Marin County Sheriff's Office (MCSO) performed a survey of vessels
anchored in Richardson’s Bay. The survey was performed over three days and identified 185
vessels in the anchorage (Sausalito performed an independent survey of the anchorage in
September of 2019 concluding that there were 192 vessels in the anchorage - note that
Sausalito counted tenders as separate, primary vessels). The MCSO survey is important because
it established a baseline number for existing vessels anchored in Richardson's Bay, and provides
a clear determination for any new vessels in the anchorage.
The RBRA Harbormaster performed a survey of vessels in RBRA’s anchorage on December 23,
2019. As of December 23, 2019, there were 140 vessels anchored in Richardson's Bay. This
represents a reduction of 45 vessels from the August 2019 vessel MCSO survey (and a reduction
of 52 vessels from the September 2019 Sausalito survey).
Since August of 2019, the RBRA Harbormaster has achieved the following objectives:
• Removal of 15 illegal moorings from the anchorage and one of the last RBRA moorings
in Sausalito waters
• Issuance of ten 30-day anchoring permits (these vessels departed the anchorage upon
expiration of their permit)
• All new vessels to the anchorage (i.e. vessels not listed in the MCSO August 2019 survey)
have been provided with 72-hour notices.
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Currently, four new vessels remain (all 4 have been posted with either 72-hour
notices, or marine debris notices).
39 vessels have been removed directly from the anchorage and disposed of consistent
with best management practices
17 additional vessels have been noticed for removal
The RBRA has initiated regular bay patrols with law enforcement from Mill Valley,
Tiburon, Belvedere and the Marin County Sheriff's Marine Unit
RBRA staff has met with City of Sausalito staff and MCSO staff to explore ways to work
together to enforce the 72-hour limit, as well as ongoing identification of unoccupied
vessels.
The RBRA Harbormaster has also initiated a conversation with the US Coast Guard to
enhance its enforcement presence in the anchorage (particularly as it relates to sewage
disposal).
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